If you like.
..

ADVENTURE
you might like ...

Sandstorm / James Rollins: A freak explosion in the British museum in London ignites a
perilous race for an earth-shaking power source buried deep beneath the sands of history.
(eBook)

Robogenesis / Daniel H. Wilson: This sequel to the best-selling Robopocalypse (eBook) is

told through a series of narratives that finds new and former characters fighting to rebuild a warstricken world under threat of the surviving Archos machine code. (FIC WILSON, D.)

Deep Six / Clive Cussler: A deadly tide of poison flows into ocean waters. A ghost ship drifts

across the empty northern Pacific. A luxury Soviet liner blazes into a funeral pyre. The Presidential
yacht cruises the Potomac night—and the President disappears without a trace. (FIC CUSSLER, C.)

Relic / Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child: Just days before a
massive exhibition opens at the popular New York Museum of Natural History, visitors are being
savagely murdered in the museum's dark hallways and secret rooms. Autopsies indicate that the
killer cannot be human... (FIC PRESTON, D.)

Digital Fortress / Dan Brown: When the NSA's invincible code-breaking machine encounters a
mysterious code it cannot break, the agency calls its head cryptographer, Susan Fletcher, a brilliant,
beautiful mathematician. What she uncovers sends shock waves through the corridors of power.
(FIC BROWN, D.)

The Andromeda Strain / Michael Crichton: When a research satellite returns to earth
contaminated with a lethal, unknown microorganism, four American scientists secretly work to find
an antidote before the microbacterium erupts from the sterile environment. (FIC CRICHTON, M.)

The Rope / Nevada Barr: Anna Pigeon wakes up, trapped at the bottom of a dry natural well,

naked, without supplies and no clear memory of how she found herself in this situation. As she
slowly pieces together her memory, it soon becomes clear that someone has trapped her there, in
an inescapable prison, and no one knows that she is missing. (MYST BARR, N.)

The Perfect Storm / Sebastian Junger: The worst storm in history seen from the wheelhouse
of a doomed fishing trawler; a mesmerizingly vivid account of a natural hell from a perspective that
offers no escape. (974.45 JUN)

Labyrinth/ Kate Mosse: In the Pyrenees mountains near Carcassonne, Alice, a volunteer at an

archaeological dig, stumbles into a cave and makes a startling discovery - two crumbling skeletons,
strange writings on the walls, and the pattern of a labyrinth. Now, as crusading armies gather
outside the city walls of Carcassonne, it will take a tremendous sacrifice to keep the secret of the
labyrinth safe. (FIC MOSSE, K.)
For more adventure, check out other works by these authors available at Acorn: Clive Cussler, Dan Brown, Daniel H. Wilson, Kate Mosse, Jules Verne, David Poyer, Tom Clancy, Robert Louis Stevenson, Jon Krakauer, Jack London, Sebastian
Junger, Michael Crichton, Patrick O’Brian

